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Let ( W4, in W4) be a 4-manifold. Let f,,f& ,fk : (D’,, aD2) + ( W4, ?I W”) be transverse immer- 
sions that have spherical duals a,, LI*, . , cxk : S2 + W Then there are open disjoint subsets 
V,, V,, , V, of W, such that for each 1s is k, (a) a V, = V, n i, W and a V, is an open regular 
neighborhood of f;(aD*) in ~IW, and (b) (V,, aV,,f;(aD’)) is proper homotopy equivalent to 
(M, aM, d)-a standard object in which d bounds an embedded flat disk. If we could get a 
homeomorphism instead of a proper homotopy equivalence, then we would be able to prove a 
5-dimensional s-cobordism theorem. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 57N13, 57435; Secondary 
57 M25, 57 R80 
4-manifold non-simply connected cope grope stage 
standard open handle with holes spherical duals 
disk stage with holes transverse immersions 
distinguished torus proper homotopy 
1. Introduction 
We work in the PL category, although all the work can be done also in the smooth 
category. In [2] we have given a construction of open subsets in orientable 4- 
manifolds, generalizing a theorem of Casson [l]. These open subsets are built 
as a union of infinitely many stages, each of which is homeomorphic to a regular 
neighborhood of an immersed disk (disk stage with holes), or an embedded punctured 
surface (grope stage) in an orientable 4-manifold with boundary. Using only disk 
stages with holes we have built Casson handles with holes (CHH), but, in general, 
they are not of the required proper homotopy type [2, Example IV.2.81. By a small 
change in the construction, that is by using a grope stage only for the first stage, 
we have built virtual CHH (VCHH), and showed that they are of the required 
proper homotopy type [2, Theorems VI.2.1, VI.3.11. In a discussion about these 
handles with J. Walsh, we came to a conclusion that the handles with infinitely 
many grope stages and infinitely many disk stages with holes, have some advantage. 
J. Walsh suggested calling such handles: hybrid CHH. Later I heard M. Freedman 
talking about such handles in the simply connected case and he called them: copes; 
so we use the name non-simply connected cope instead of a hybrid CHH. 
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In this paper we give the construction of non-simply connected copes in 4- 
manifolds and show that they are of the required proper homotopy type. Almost 
everything about the orientable case is given in [2]. Here we extend the results from 
[2] to the nonorientable case. 
2. Definitions 
In [2] we have defined the (standard) open handle with holes, HH. Here it will 
be called the orientable HH (OHH), because we need a nonorientable HH. We give 
the definitions of both. 
The orientable open handle with holes, OHH, is the triple (M, aM, d), where 
M=D4-X-d+, D4=[-3,314, X=lJz”=,(3-3/i)xOx[-3,3]2, a+=aD”-I?, 
aP=(-3)~[(-3,3)2-(-1,1)2]~(-3,3), aM=a_, and d=(-3)xa[-2,21*x0. 
A nonorientable handle with p + q holes is a pair (NH,,,, a) = 
((h,S’ x B3 h 4,s’ ic B3), a) where S’ ic B3 is a nonorientable B3 bundle over S’ 
(that is, B4u (nonorientable l-handle)), and a is an ‘unknotted’ circle in aNHptq 
that bounds an embedded flat disk, schematically shown in Fig. 1. (Compare with 
[2,11.1.8(4)].) Here, 4 denotes ‘boundary connected sum’. 
\ 
Y 
p-orlentable I- handles 
C holes I 
q- nonoriytaob,l;,l) handles 
Fig. 1. 
The nonorientable HH, NHH, is a triple (M, aM, d) homeomorphic to the direct 
limit of a sequence {( Mi, &Mi, d,)}:, where (M,, d,) is a nonorientable handle with 
1 + 1 holes and a-M, is a regular neighborhood of d, in 8M, ; Mi+, = T u collar on 
(JT - (&Mi)“), where T = M, 4 S’ x B3 h S’ RB3, d,+, = di and ii-M,+, = LM, u the 
collar on a(KMi). 
We will use the phrase standard HH, meaning OHH or NHH, depending on the 
context. 
In [2] we have defined a kinky handle with holes, which, in fact, is a regular 
neighborhood of an immersed disk in an orientable 4-manifold with boundary, 
together with a collection of framed circles in its boundary. 
A nonorientable kinky handle with holes is a triple (N, a_N, % u {a}) where 
(N, &N) is homeomorphic to a regular neighborhood pair of an immersed disk 
f: (D*, JD2) + ( W, a W), for W a nonorientable 4-manifold with boundary, a = 
f(aD’), and B is a collection of framed circles in aN -a-N, such that 
(N, a) Ualong s (2-handles) is homeomorphic to a nonorientable handle with holes. 
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We will use the phrase disk stage with holes meaning orientable or nonorientable 
kinky handle with holes, depending on the context. 
In [2] we have defined a pseudo kinky handle with holes. Here we will call it a 
grope stage. A grope stage is a triple (N, a_ N, 93 u {a}) where (N, a_ N) is homeomor- 
phic to a regular neighborhood pair of a locally flat, embedded, compact, orientable, 
punctured surface f: (S, 61s) + ( W, a W), for W an orientable 4-manifold, a =f(aS), 
and 95’ is a collection of framed circles in aN -a-N such that 
( N, J-N) Ua,ong J (2-handles) is homeomorphic to the handle (D2 x D2, aD2 x D'). 
In the same way that we have defined non-simply connected Casson handles in 
[2], we define a non-simply connected copes. 
An orientable (nonorientable) non-simply connected cope is a triple (N, a_ N, a) 
homeomorphic to the direct limit of a sequence {(N,, J-N,, a,)}:=:=,, where: 
(1) (N,, a_ N,, a,) is a grope stage; 
(2) for infinitely many i, (Ni+l, i)_Ni+l, a<+,) is gotten from (iv,, a-N,, ai) by 
attaching orientable (nonorientable) kinky handles with holes, and 
(3) for infinitely many i, (N,,,, d-N,+,, a,+, ) is gotten from (N,, a_ N,, ai) by 
attaching grope stages. (See [2,111.4].) 
We use the A and p invariants defined in [S]. In [2, III.11 we describe them in 
the orientable case. Here we give their description for the nonorientable case, which 
differs from that in the orientable case only in the following changes (these changes 
do not alter A and p in the orientable case): 
(1) Let S, and S, be transverse immersions of S2 in W4, and let P E S, n S,. To 
define the intersection number &p at P, we orient W at the base point w E W, and 
then transport this orientation to an orientation of W at P, by the base path for S,. 
Then we define: 
A(%, S,)=E &PgP over all intersection points. 
P 
See Fig. 2. h(S,, S,)E A4 =Z[rr,( W, w)], the group ring of 7r,( W, w). 
/.-the basepolni For SI 
B-the basepdm"for s2 
w-the base point for W 
WA-the base path for 51 
w-the basepaln for s2 
W 
the element of qtW,w) 
represented by wA!‘~w 
Fig. 2. 
(2) w : z-~( W, w)+{l, -l} is defined by: (a) w(x) = 1, if x is represented by an 
orientation preserving embedded circle, i.e. by a circle that has a regular neighbor- 
hood homeomorphic to S’ x D3, and (b) w(x)=-1, otherwise. Let -:A-+A be 
defined by C n(g)g =C n(g)w(g)g-‘, and let I = {x - 2 1 x E A}. Let S be a transverse 
immersion of S’ in W, and let P be a self-intersection point. We define p(S) as 
(Cp~pgp)+l~A/I. See Fig. 3. 
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A- the base point for S 
W-the basepoint for W 
WA- the base path for S 
W 
the element of ~,((w,wj 
represented by WApPw 
3. 
Remark. Because in the orientable case w(x) = 1 for each x E n,( W, w), the above 
definitions of A and p coincide with those given in [2,111.1]. 
Let fi, f2, . . . , fk : (D*, do*) + ( W4, a W) be transverse immersions, where W4 is a’ 
4-manifold. We say that (Y,, (Y*, . . . , (Yk : s* + kk are spherical duals for f,, . . . , fk if: 
(a) A( cri,f;) = 6,e, where & = 1, 6, = 0 for i #j, and e is the identity element in 
v,( W w); 
(b) A(ai, aj) ~0, and 
(c) p( ai) = qie + I, where qi E Z. 
3. The main theorem 
Theorem 1. Let W4 be a 4-manifold with boundary a W. Let-f,, f2,. . . , f, : (D*, aD2) + 
( W, a W) be transverse immersions with spherical duals a1, 02, . . . , a, : S*+ %. Then 
there are disjoint open subsets V,, V,, . . . , V,, of W, such that for each 1~ k s n: 
(a) vk n a Wis an open regular neighborhood off((aD’) in a Wand V, n a W = aV,; 
(b) ( vk, a vk, fk(dD2)) is a non-simply connected cope, and 
(c) there is a proper homotopy equivalence gk : (Vk, av,, fk(aD2)) + (M, aM, d) 
((M, aM, d) is the standard HH) with a proper homotopy inverse & : (M, aM, d) + 
(V,, aVk, fk(aD’)), such that gkgk =P id(re1 av,) and g& =P id(re1 aM). 
The proof of this theorem is divided in two parts. In the first part we prove that 
disjoint open subsets satisfying (a) and (b) do exist, by showing how to embed 
non-simply connected copes. In the second part we prove (c) by showing that any 
non-simply connected cope is proper homotopy equivalent to the standard HH. 
4. Embedded non-simply connected copes 
The embedding of orientable non-simply connected copes in orientable 4-mani- 
folds is the same as the embedding of general virtual Casson handles with holes 
[2, 111.9.1, IV.2.1 and V1.4.41, where general virtual Casson handles with holes are 
handles constructed in the same way as the orientable non-simply connected copes, 
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by using infinitely many disk stages with holes and only finitely many grope stages. 
As in [2], once we have started embedding the stages of a cope, after an embedded 
stage (disk or grope), we can embed a new stage which can be a disk or a grope 
stage, depending on the construction of the cope, i.e. depending on what we want 
to embed. This can be done infinitely many times, which gives the embedding of a 
non-simply connected cope in orientable manifold. 
Here we sketch the embedding of nonorientable non-simply connected copes, 
which in fact resembles (with some technical changes that are coming from the 
nonorientability) the embedding of the orientable ones. We state, without proofs, 
some basic facts used during this embedding. These facts in the orientable case are 
stated and proved in [2]. 
We are given the transverse immersions f,,fi, . . . ,fn : (LIZ, do”) + ( W, 3 W) and 
their spherical duals cx,, CY~, . . , a, : S2+ k We need the following propositions. 
Proposition 1 ([2, 111.3.21). Let aI, . . . , a, be spherkal dualsforf,, . . . , fn. Then there 
are transverse immersions f:, . . . ,fn : (D', aD2) + ( W, a W), such that: 
(1) QI,..., CY, are spherical duals for f;, . . . , f:, ; 
(2) p(f:)=O+Zfor each i; 
(3) A(fj,f~)=OforaZl i#j, and 
(4) fj)aD2=f;1~D2 for each i. 
Proposition 2 ([2, 111.3.31). Let a,, 
A(f;,J) =0 for all i Zj. Then fi, 
f;, . . . ,fm, CY;, . . . , a: such that: 
(I) f~(D2)nf~(D2)=0foralli#j, and 
. 1 
(Y, be spherical duals for f,, . . . , fn such that 
f .., n, al,...,a” are regularly homotopic to 
(2) fl((D’)“) n CqS’) = I {El, i=i 0 9 i#j. 
(In that case we say that ai, . . . , a; are geometrical duals for fi, . . . , fn.) 
Using Propositions 1 and 2, and the given f,, . . , fn, a,, . . . , a, from Theorem 1, 
we can get transverse immersions, h;, h;, . . . , h~:(D2,aD2)+( W,aW) and 
ff:, (Y:,. . .) CY;. .S2+Wo,suchthat~i,..., a; are geometrical duals for hi, . . . , h:, 
hj(D’) n hj(D’) = P, for i # j, and hi(aD’) =J;(aD’) for each i. 
Since p (h j) = 0 + Z, all self-intersection points of h: are paired. By piping each of 
these pairs of points (see Fig. 4) we can change each hj to a locally flat embedding 
h;:(S,,aS,)+( W,aW) such that h,(S,)n h,(S,)=kl for i#j, h,(aS,)= h:(aD’) for 
each i, and CY;, . , . , a; are geometrical duals for h,, . . . , h, (see [2, VI.2)]). Here, 
Si is a compact, orientable, punctured surface with boundary aSi = S’. 
Let (IV:, &IV:), . . . , (NT, J-N;) be disjoint regular neighborhood pairs for 
(h,(S), h,(G)), . . . , (hn(Sn), h,(G)). F or each i, in aNi -a_ Nf there is a collec- 
tion 8; of framed circles, [2, 111.5.5, VI.21 such that (Nf, a-N:, 6:” h,(aS,)) is a 
grope stage. Moreover, each circle from 6’: is nullhomotopic in W, and because 
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Cal Cb) 
Fig. 4. (a) Before the piping, (b) after the piping. 
I 
ffI,...,(y, ’ are geometrical duals for hi,. . . , h, (this implies that 
7~r( W, w) +I* r,( W,, w) is an isomorphism, where W, = W-u: Nf), it implies 
that each circle from 5; is nullhomotopic in W,. Let 4, = lJ; 4;. Each circle from 
4, carries with it a distinguished torus (see [2, 111.8, VI.21 and [3, 41). For each 
b E 6, letf: : ( Z12, 8D2) + ( W,, d W,) be the above-mentioned nullhomotopy. We can 
make these f:‘s transverse immersions (see [2, 1.5.31). Using the distinguished tori 
and the spherical duals a{, . . . , a:, we can find spherical duals {cyk 1 b E gl} for 
{fkl b E 6,) (see [2, 111.8.21). Then using Propositions 1 and 2, {fL\ b E k,} and 
{cz;) b E 6]}, we can get transverse disk immersions {fi) b E 6,) with geometrical 
duals {(Y;\ b E gl}. If there were not the problem of matching framing, we could 
continue the construction in the above way. What is the problem of matching 
framing? Each circle b from 4, is framed, i.e. it comes together with a framing in 
ar\rf -8-N; (assuming that b E 6;). If we look at a regular neighborhood pair 
(N, alv) of (fi(D’),fi(?~D~)) in ( W,, ~3 W,), then ft(aD’) has an induced framing 
in c?N. We want these framings to be the same when examined in W. (See [2,111.6].) 
In general they are not the same framings, so we must adjust them. To match the 
framings, we must do several technical changes on the fi’s (see [2, 111.61). In the 
cases when these changes are not sufficient (such cases are possible), we have to 
choose, instead of the collection 9?i, a different collection B3, (see [2, 111.7.21). 
During these changes we are also changing the {fz 1 b E gl} and {cy: I b E 6%,} to new 
{f36(bEBl} and {a~~b~~l}. N ow, {fi) b E 93,) and {oil b E %I,} do not satisfy the 
conclusions, but they satisfy the hypotheses from Proposition 2. Hence, we must 
apply Proposition 2 once more. After this application of Proposition 2, we get new 
{fh ) b E LB,} with geometrical duals {q, ( b E CB,}, such that the framings are matched. 
Now, we take disjoint regular neighborhood pairs for (&(D’), fb(ao2)), b E ?A’,, in 
( W,, a W,) and a collection of framed circles in their boundaries. This shows how 
to embed two stages, in which the second stage is a disk stage (each component of 
which is in fact a (nonorientable) kinky handle with holes). If we want, we can 
change the disk stage to a grope stage as we have done in the beginning of the 
construction, or if we want we can leave it as a disk stage. At this moment we know 
how to embed two stages of a non-simply connected cope. By applying the above 
process infinitely many times and by embedding infinitely many disk and infinitely 
many grope stages, we can embed n disjoint non-simply connected copes in W, 
satisfying (a) and (b) from Theorem 1. 
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5. Proper homotopy type of non-simply connected copes 
The proof of Theorem l(c) is similar to the proofs of Theorems V.3.1 and VI.3.1 
from [2]. Here we give a ‘short’ proof for both the orientable and nonorientable case. 
Let ( V, d V, a) be a non-simply connected cope. We can write ( V, d V, a) as a union 
of compact pieces ( V,, 6’ Vi, a,), i.e. ( V, 3 V, a) = lJZ”=, ( V,, a Vi, a,) (Theorem l(a) and 
l(b)). Let pk be the number of orientable holes and qk the number of nonorientable 
holes in V,. Let tk be the number of circles in SBk (Sk is the collection of framed 
circles in dVk -a_ V, which are used for attaching the (k+ 1)th stage). 
The standard HH, (M, aA4, d), can be written as a union of (M,, d-M,, d,) where 
each (Mk, dk) is a handle with Pk orientable and qk nonorientable holes (pk, qk as 
above). We can write (M, dM, d) also as a union of (Ri, a_&, di) where Rk is gotten 
from Mk by removing open disjoint regular neighborhoods of tk embedded S2 u D”s 
schematically shown in Fig. 5, such that the embedded S2’s bound disjoint embedded 
3-balls. (For more details see [2, IV.3, VI.31.) See Figs. 6 and 7. 
Fig. 5. S’u D’. 
Fig. 6. An example for Mk (pr = 1, qk = 1, t, = 3) with embedded S’u D”s and embedded 3-balls 
Fig. 7. An example for R, with pk = 1, qk = I and t, =2. 
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Let ak=aVn V- V, and &=aM-M-R,. Let V,,=O, Ro=O, a,=aV and $,= 
FIM. We look at the systems of neighborhoods of the ends: {(V - V,, a,)}:& for 
~ _ 
(V, dV) and {(M- Rk, a,)}?=, for (M, aM). 
After several steps (see [2; IV.2.5, IV.3.2, IV.3.4, IV.3.3, VI.3.3, VI.3.4, VI.3.5]), 
using strong deformation retractions, collapsings and extensions, homeomorphisms, 
homotopy equivalences, and homotopy extensions, we show that for each ks0, 
there is a homotopy equivalence fk : ( V - V,, 8,) * (M - Rk, a,) such that: 
* 
(1) fk 1 dk : a,+  ~3~ is a homeomorphism; 
(2) fki& kfl =Jkfk+l ak+l, . I where ik:V-Vk+l L, V-V, and jk:M-&+, 9 
M - Rk are the inclusions: 
(3) fkik =jkfk+l (rel ak+l)? and 
~ w 
(4) fk has a homotopy illVerSe g, : (M - Rk, 8,) + ( V- V,, 3,) such that g&k = 
id(rel a,) and f&k = id(re1 3,‘). 
Putting all of these fk’s together (see [2, IV.3.61) and using the modified version 
of a theorem of Siebenmann (see [l, Appendix B] or [2, IV.3.7]), we show that 
there is a proper homotopy equivalence f: ( V, a V, a) + (M, aM, d) with a proper 
homotopy inverse g : (M, aM, d) + (V, a V, a) such that gf =p id(rel a V) and 
fg zp id(rel aM). 
This finishes the proof of Theorem l(c). 
6. Some remarks and questions 
We say that the frontier of an embedded non-simply connected cope is good, if 
there are no points in it of type shown schematically in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 8. 
By exercising control on the collars during the embedding, we can always embed 
non-simply connected copes with good frontiers. 
We describe a good frontier of the simplest orientable non-simply connected cope 
in which after a disk stage comes a grope stage, and after a grope stage comes a 
disk stage, such that each of the kinky handles from the disk stages has only one 
hole. First we define a family of subsets of S’ x D2 as follows. Let X, = S’ X D2, 
and X1*, X2, be the tori shown in Fig. 9. 
We say that a sequence (Y = a,a2.. . akr ai E { 1,2} is admissible, if X, is in the 
above-mentioned family. 
For LY = p2 an admissible sequence, we define X,, to be the torus in X,, and c,, 
to be the circle with the dot in X,, shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 
For (Y = /31 an admissible sequence, we define X,,, and X,,, to be the tori in X, 
shown in Fig. 11. 
Let C = lJa c, and X =f10 X, over all admissible (Y’s. A good frontier of the 
simplest orientable non-simply connected cope is homeomorphic to S’ x II’- X - C. 
The above description is not a description only of the frontier, but it can be used 
for a description of the cope. Consider S’ x II2 as a part of the boundary S3 of 
Fig. 11. 
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D4 = D2 x D2. Then the cope ( V, d V, a) is PL homeomorphic to ( D4 - cone X - Y - 
S’ X D2, (D2 X S’)“, 0 X S’) where Y is a disjoint union of embedded flat disks in 
D4 whose boundaries are the circles from C. 
In this manner we can describe a general orientable non-simply connected cope, 
whose frontier is homeomorphic to S’ x D2 - BWh - C, where BWh denotes the set 
X defined as above in the general case. (We use BWh because of the combinations 
of Bing and Whitehead links in Figs. 9, 10 and 11.) 
It is known that S’ x D2/BWh is homeomorphic to S’ x D2 (assuming that there 
are enough grope stages between two consecutive disk stages). (See [4].) 
Question 1. Is (S’ x D2 - C)/BWh homeomorphic to the frontier of the orientable 
HH? 
The frontier of the orientable HH is homeomorphic to S’ x D* - IJy ki, where k, 
are the circles in (S’ x D2)’ shown in Fig. 12. 
Fig. 12. 
The frontier of the nonorientable HH is not as easy to describe as is the frontier 
of the orientable HH, and also, the good frontiers of the nonorientable non-simply 
connected copes are not as easy to describe as that of the orientable ones. 
In [2, Theorem VI.4.61 we give a way of re-embedding GVCHH. The same method 
can be applied for re-embedding non-simply connected copes in a union of three 
stages, the first two of which are grope stages and the third is a disk stage. 
Question 2. Is there a way of re-embedding non-simply connected copes so that 
their frontiers could be homeomorphic to (S’ x D2 - C)/BWh? 
Questions 1 and 2 resemble parts of Freedman’s proof that any Casson handle 
is topologically homeomorphic to the open handle [3]. 
At the end, we would like to mention a Conjecture made by Freedman in [4], 
that says that the (untwisted) Whitehead double of the Borromean Rings, Wh(Bor) 
(see Fig. 13) is not topologically slice. This conjecture would imply that there are 
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Fig. 13. Wh(Bor). 
orientable non-simply connected copes that are not topologically homeomorphic 
to the orientable HH. In contrary, if every orientable non-simply connected cope 
is topologically homeomorphic to the orientable HH, then the link Wh( Bor) would 
be topologically slice. 
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